The Messiah is Here – Parts 4
and 5
By Karma Singh | Harmony Energy Consultants
Editor’s comment: Karma Singh’s ongoing Messiah series
continues with these three videos, which are meant to empower
you in general and in particular during these difficult times.

Here is Part 4:
Conditioned, as we are, to believe that we must pay for
everything that we need to live, our focus lies outside of
ourselves, upon that which we “need” to do to justify our
existence. The belief is, of course, not true but it does get
in the way of recognizing and accepting much of what does
belong to us as our right of birth. One of these is known as
the Golden Flower, The Flower of the Sun, Apollo’s Shield and
a variety of other names across the planet. It is very gentle
and very powerful: If you try to take it, it will go away. If
you let it be, it will enter you and enhance your whole being
experience.

Here is Part 5:
Much of human activity is coloured and contorted by fear. But
what is fear? Karma Singh defines it as the only thing that a
human being can experience which has no existence whatsoever;
it is nothing other than a hole in your own energy fields.
Nothing can enter this hole other than you, yourself. The
moment you enter, the hole ceases to exist.
There is, however, a much practiced habit of looking away from
fear; of trying to justify it. This is something that we have
been most deliberately taught over many centuries in order to

keep us subjugated. A hero is one who has overcome this
conditioning and uncovered his/her power hidden behind it.

Here is Part 5A:
And, finally, here is part 5A, which contains a transmission
which can reportedly help to address the “fear” mentioned in
Part 5:
Robert O’Leary, JD BARA, has had an abiding
interest in alternative health products &
modalities since the early 1970’s & he has
seen how they have made people go from lacking
health to vibrant health. He became an
attorney, singer-songwriter, martial artist &
father along the way and brings that
experience to his practice as a BioAcoustic Soundhealth
Practitioner, under the tutelage of the award-winning founder
of BioAcoustic Biology, Sharry Edwards, whose Institute of
BioAcoustic Biology has now been serving clients for 30 years
with a non-invasive & safe integrative modality that supports
the body’s ability to self-heal using the power of the human
voice. Robert brings this modality to serve clients in Greater
Springfield, Massachusetts and New England (USA) & “virtually”
the
world.
He
can
also
be
reached
at
romayasoundhealthandbeauty@gmail.

